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Abstract
Typical risk management strategies include financial instruments of various types: insurance contracts, longterm contracts, financial derivatives, etc. In many cases, however, operational hedges may be more effective.
For example, production capacity in multiple markets can mitigate the effects of currency exchange rate
uncertainty by shifting production to take advantage of favorable rates. This capability may not only reduce risk
but also lead to higher overall earnings. In this talk, we will show how to construct management science models
that consider both financial and operational methods for reducing overall enterprise risks. We will give
illustrative examples that show the advantages of operational hedges and consider the nature of markets where
these factors are most appropriate.
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completely known before decisions must be made. He focuses on methods for making decisions that must be
implemented sequentially over time. His research concerns the modeling of these systems to obtain robust
decisions that are not just optimal for a single criterion but that respond favorably to whatever outcomes occur.
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